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IMPORTANT NOTE (please paste this note on the top of all ebooks):   
 
Please use the following classifications in the names of ebooks that 
you input or currently have on your hard drive:  
1.) Ebooks are Adobe Acrobat PDF files or Tomeraider type only, do not 
name txt files ebooks, no matter how long your lines are.  
2.) In parenthesis within the name, type (ebook – Type - Class)  
3.) In the “Type” space put the format, either PDF or TOMERAIDER. In 
the “Class” space, put the classification of the book, classifications 
are: Biography, Children, Fiction, Food, Games, Government, Health, 
Internet, Martial-Arts, Mathematics, Other, Programming, Reference, 
Religious, Science, Sci-Fi, Sex, and Software.   
 
This new standard is accepted by Fink Crew (who do most of the 
conversions from plain text to PDF) and MacWarez (One of the largest 
groups currently scanning ebooks). It helps people searching for these 
files to find them more easily. 
 



 
Grill Recipes 

 
THE BEST BURGERS IN THE WORLD: 
 
Buy a package of ground turkey (I usually buy “The Turkey Store” brand) 
OR buy pre-formed ground turkey patties 
 
Sprinkle salt, pepper and garlic powder on turkey patty 
Cook turkey patty for about 7 minutes on George Foreman Grill 
While turkey is cooking, place one slice of pepper jack cheese on the 
BOTTOM ½ of a whole wheat bun (or whatever kind you want – but whole 
wheat is really good) 
Warm up a few spoonfuls of sauerkraut in the microwave 
When the turkey patty is cooked, place it on the bun with cheese 
Top with a generous layer of sauerkraut 
Pile lots of mustard and some ketchup on top and put the top ½ of the bun 
on 
Then eat it.  It is so good it will knock your socks off. 
 
BLACK BEAN BURGER 
 
Go to the organic/health food section of the grocery store.  Locate the 
frozen veggie burgers.  Find Morning Star Farms Vegetable Burgers with 
spicy black beans (I’m sure other brands make something similar, but I’ve 
never had anything but the morning star farms).  Buy a package. 
 
Throw one black bean patty on the George Foreman Grill.   
Cook for about 5-7 minutes 
While cooking, prepare bun by placing a slice of pepper jack cheese on the 
bottom ½ of the bun.  Prepare the condiment by spooning a few scoops of 
sour cream (regular, light or fat-free – it really doesn’t matter – I use fat-
free and it’s quite good)  Pour some salsa over the top and mix together 
until it is a colorful red sauce that is a decent consistency.  (not too thin) 
When the patty is done cooking, place it on the ½ of the bun with cheese.  
Top with sour cream/salsa mixture and put the top ½ of the bun on.  SO 
good! 
 
SIDE DISH/MUSHROOMS 
 
Clean a bunch of mushrooms.  Put one layer of mushrooms on the grill 
and cook for 10-12 minutes.  Add salt and pepper to taste, and dip in some 



sort of dip (or just eat them plain)  I use fat-free ranch dressing – it tastes 
good.   
 
 
YUMMY SHISH KEBABS 
 
Slice up green and red (red are optional) peppers. 
Clean some mushrooms 
Clean a few cherry tomatoes 
Cut a chicken breast into strips 
 
Skewer all items on the kebab and cook for somewhere in the 10 minute 
range (get the pepper cooked all the way through)  Coat with pepper (lots 
– mmm) and some salt.  Dip in previously mentioned ranch dressing or 
whatever you want, or just eat plain.   
 
 


